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According to several recent surveys of Greek fiction published 
during the last two decades, 1 a preoccupation with the private 
and everyday lives of fictional characters, in other words with 
issues related to the characters' immediate family, their love 
affairs, their personal and existential anxieties, or a combin
ation of all these, seems to constitute the dominant thematic 
tendency of the period. This of course is not accidental but at 
the same time is a quite new phenomenon. 

This interesting preponderance of private affairs over col
lective ideals in the lives of fictional characters has succeeded 
several lengthy periods in the history of Greek literature when 
local politics and the immediate historical past were the domin
ant themes. This generally parochial tendency, which placed a 
particular emphasis on collective ideals and issues of national 
identity, was certainly the direct result of the particularly tur
bulent political and historical situation of Greece at the time: 
the last two centuries have not been at all easy and peaceful for 
the relatively new Greek state. Even fairly recently, that is for 
a short period after the restoration of democracy in 197 4, 
interest in politics continued to be strong, since memories of 
the immediate historical past (civil war, the cold war period, 

* I would like to thank Peter Mackridge, Sarah Ekdawi and Renee 
Hirschon for their constructive comments; I am also grateful to the audi
ences at the Universities of Cambridge and Oxford, whose questions and 
comments alerted me to several pitfalls. The usual disclaimer applies. 
1 For representative overviews of contemporary Greek fiction, see 
Moullas 1999, Hatzivassileiou 1999 and 2002, Kourtovik 2002, Tziovas 
2003, and Mackridge and Yannakakis (forthcoming, 2004). 
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dictatorship) were still fresh and painful. Since then, however, 
the indigenous literary production seems to reflect Greece's 
status as a peaceful, western-type and fairly affluent democracy 
which wholeheartedly shares the values of contemporary west
ern culture in the homogenising process of so-called global
isation; literary themes have recently been very much in line 
with those popular in the rest of the developed world. 

The development of a story that revolves around a partic
ular family is one important aspect of the recent preoccupation 
with the private sphere of contemporary Greek fiction. How
ever, the domestic novel has not been new in Greek fiction of 
the last two centuries, as it has not been new in western I iter
ature either.2 What is new, though, as far as Greek fiction is 
concerned, are novels, mostly written by women, which critic
ally scrutinise the relations between members of individual 
Greek families and particularly the role of the mother in these 
families. Thus, an important difference between these domestic 
novels and those of previous periods lies in the fact that in the 
recent ones there seems to be a reversal of the traditional hier
archical roles in families: here the image of the father is either 
weak or simply absent, so the key role, but also the blame for 
running a (dysfunctional) family, is placed on the mother. 
Moreover, in contemporary domestic novels there seems to be 
a strong and straightforwardly expressed criticism of the way 

2 The large bulk of western fiction is domestic and is considered to 
represent a stage of maturity for the genre. Its peak period was the nine
teenth century. However, the family model presented in those novels 
constitutes a reflection of family life at the time: the father is always at 
the top of the familial hierarchy, while there seems to be a special em
phasis on the role of the daughter (to make up for the shadowy presence 
of the mother), at least in relation to the father. In the twentieth century, 
and particularly in its second half and down to the present, the domestic 
novel reflects the different familial relations in real life: single-parent 
families, change in the role of mother etc. Here, the most popular dyad 
now seems to be that of mother-daughter ( Cohen 1991 ). As far as Greece 
is concerned, although there have been numerous novels that might be 
broadly labelled as domestic, in both the nineteenth and twentieth cen
turies, we cannot speak of a dominant category of fiction. 
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Greek families in general have functioned for several gener
ations, in the context of a self-sustained, insulated and thus 
traditional culture.3 

Several recent novels have dealt with family relations, such 
as Karystiani' s Little England (1997) and Suit in the earth 
(2000), Triantafyllou's Tomorrow another country ( 1997), 
Thanasis Cheimonas's Ramon (1998), Nikos Michailidis's The 
bitch and the puppy (2002) and Ioanna Tombrou's I'll call you 
life (2002).4 However, here I am going to examine and com
pare three novels, all written by women and published during 
the last five years, which I believe share several common fea
tures, not so much on the narrative level as on that of the sub
ject-matter and more precisely in terms of the perspective 
from which the individual families are viewed. These novels 
are: Niki Anastasea's This slow day was progressing ( 1998), 
Ileana Chourmouziadou' s The personal secretary ( 1999) and 
Marilena Politopoulou's House of guilt (2002).5 The stories in 
Chourmouziadou's and Politopoulou's novels take place in 
contemporary Athens, while the plot of Anastasea's takes 
place in a small town in Northern Greece in the 1950s. 

Besides the fact that all three novels were written by 
women, in two of them, those of Chourmouziadou and Polito
poulou, the story is told through the single and limited perspec
tive of two women (who are also daughters), while in 
Anastasea's novel the focalisation is multiple and also includes 
the mother herself; in all three, at the centre of the family saga 
is the mother, who, in two cases, dies (one suicide and one 
alleged murder by the daughter) and in the third is permanently 
paralysed after having been physically attacked by her son. 

3 For an anthropological analysis of family structure in Greece, see 
Herzfeld 1991. For an analysis of the mother-daughter relationship in 
particular, see Dubisch 1991. 
4 Tachtsis's To rpi1:o are<pavt (1962) constitutes a kind of predecessor 
of this recent group of novels, with the mother as the dominant figure. 
5 For the Greek titles of these works see the Bibliography. 
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In all three families, the mother-figure is both victim and 
victimiser: she is usually the victim of oppression, at the hands 
of either her own family or her immediate social milieu, and in 
turn victimises her children as well her husband. In all these 
families, moreover, the father is absent: after some years of 
married life, all three fictional fathers either run away from the 
family home to settle down somewhere else (in two cases) or 
simply disappear (in one case); in all three, the mother is more 
or less considered (mainly by her own children) to be respons
ible for the father's abandoning the family. There is also a 
strong tendency in these families for each generation to repeat 
the choices of the previous one, and this is due (as the novels 
themselves claim, at least) not so much to genetic inheritance 
but rather to an imitation of these same choices. Mental illness 
exists in two families and is presented as the result of oppress
ive relations, while in the third the daughter (the alleged mur
derer of her mother) reaches levels of manic obsession and 
paranoia with regard to her mother. Incest is implied in two of 
the novels, that is between mother and son in Anastasea's 
novel and between father and daughter in Politopoulou's 
novel.6 Finally, politics still exist in some way, mainly as part 
of the parents' past, the consequences of which the children are 
called upon to face in the present: in two of the three cases, the 
fathers (and one grandfather) were communists who wasted the 
families' property by funding their ideological cause, or simply 
resisted the capitalist ideal of amassing significant property. 

We shall now present plot summaries of the three novels. 
In Anastasea's novel, the mother, who, as a teenager, ran away 
from her Asia Minor home with her future husband, an officer 
in the Greek army, is later abandoned by him and left to bring 
up her two young sons alone in Northern Greece and within her 
husband's extended family; fifteen years later her elder son (a 
schoolboy) also runs away, to return ten years later, that is 

6 Incest seems to play a crucial role in the development of the plot in 
Anastasea's novel; however, in Politopoulou's novel we are not told 
about its actual impact. 
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twenty-five years after her husband had left. Having chosen to 
remain confined in her husband's family home all these years 
and having refused to accept him back when he returns ten 
years after he first left, the mother finally resorts to a hunger 
strike a few weeks before the wedding of her second son, who is 
still living with her in the same house. When the wedding is 
cancelled and the relationships of both her sons with their girl
friends collapse, she hangs herself, full of guilt for the misery 
she has caused them. Incest is here implied but not witnessed 
clearly by the reader. 

In Chourmouziadou's novel, the mother, the wife of a cap
tain and an extremely beautiful woman, is abandoned by her 
husband, who cannot tolerate either her lovers or her indiffer
ence towards him. She is left with a young daughter, Maria, to 
bring up. She chooses not to work but supports herself and her 
daughter with the money her husband sends from time to time, 
but mainly with the money her sister, Maria's godmother, pays 
her to look after their disabled father. Her sister dies of cancer, 
so the role of bread-winner is soon assumed by the daughter, 
who abandons her legal studies at university to take up work as 
the personal secretary of her dead aunt's brother-in-law. The 
daughter, who has grown up as a "mummy's girl", hates her 
mother for being more beautiful and desirable than her, but also 
for being financially dependent on her rather than taking a job. 
In her turn, the mother seems to cultivate this hatred by always 
comparing herself openly to her rather plain daughter. Finally, 
the mother is drowned together with two other people, one of 
whom was her lover (but also the lover of her daughter), in a 
supposed sea accident, which, according to certain clues in the 
text, was directly caused by her daughter. Three months after 
her mother's death, the daughter accepts a proposal to marry 
her boss (that is the brother-in-law of her dead aunt), and thus 
take the place her aunt and godmother used to have in this 
family of industrialists. 

In Politopoulou's novel, the mother is abandoned, after 
twenty years of married life, by the father, who never appears 
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again and is treated by all as dead. She is left with three teen
agers to bring up, two daughters and a son. The son, Yannis, 
and one daughter, Marina, go away like their father, while the 
other daughter, Eleni, who is the narrator, stays with the 
mother until she starts her own family. After years at sea as a 
sailor and following the death of his wife, Yannis returns for 
good to bring up his own son; after the latter leaves, Yannis 
looks after their mother. In a terrible row he shakes his mother 
violently with the result that her spine is broken and she be
comes permanently confined to bed. Guilt-ridden, Yannis goes 
out of his mind and is undergoing treatment in a psychiatric 
clinic. Eleni, who is now in charge of her disabled mother, is 
writing weekly letters (which constitute the text of the novel) 
to her absent father informing him about developments in the 
family since his departure and asking him to return if he is still 
alive. In this communication with her father she implicitly 
refers to an incestuous relationship with him. 

Are we justified in assuming that wives and mothers in 
Greek families have been monsters of selfishness and manipu
lation, at least according to the picture contemporary Greek 
fiction draws of them? Things are not as simple as that and this 
seems to be what these novels want to discuss. 

In the rest of this paper I shall employ family systems 
theory7 to examine the function of these fictional families. 
This is based on the theory of family systems therapy8 - a 
method of treating dysfunctional families which started being 
practised in the United States and elsewhere in the sixties. 

7 On family systems theory in relation to literature, see Cohen 1991, 
Bump 1991 and 1997, Morral 1992, Shapiro 1994, and Knapp 1996. 
8 This is a development of general systems theory, which was pioneered 
by Ludwig von Bertalanffy in the 1940s and was based on the assump
tion that life processes constitute hierarchically arranged, interconnected 
and interdependent systems. Family systems therapy applies the epi
stemology of general systems theory to the family as a way of tackling 
mental illness; the basic view here is that the source of illness lies 
within the family (Cohen 1991 ). For a comprehensive review of family 
systems therapy, see Hoffman 1981. 
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Family systems theory is gaining ground over traditional psy
chological literary criticism (classic psychoanalysis, language
oriented Lacanian theory etc.) as it is also doing in real life: 
family systems therapy is becoming one of the most widely 
used therapeutic models for mental illnesses, including schizo
phrenia, in the western world.9 In Greece, family systems ther
apy started being used around 1975, it reached a peak in the 
first half of the 1980s and in the 1990s it was in decline. 
Whether we can attribute the emergence of this type of novel 
directly to that is an issue that needs further research but which 
lies beyond the scope of this study. Regardless of whether the 
practice of this therapy in Greece actually contributed to the 
recent booming of this type of novel, we can still use this 
theoretical model to approach this group of novels more thor
oughly and appropriately. 

According to this theory, it is the family system and not 
the self that provides the source of identity for a person. So, in 
order to understand one or more members of a fictional family, 
one needs to understand the family system this member or 
these members belong to, just as with families in real life. As 
Shapiro ( 1994: 2, 5) observes, 

The basic unit of study is not the individual as a separate entity 
[ ... ] but an interactional field [ ... ] the psyche cannot be under
stood as a discrete, autonomous structure [ ... ]. The person is 
comprehended only within the tapestry of relationships, past 
and present[ ... ]. This relational model in the social and natural 
sciences has implications for the critical models and frameworks 
that we bring to the study of literature and the arts. 

Families are considered to constitute a co-evolutionary 
ecosystem (Knapp 1997).10 Within the family system, each 

9 According to the school of literary critics that applies this theory to 
literature, it is not accidental that the sixties in America also witnessed 
the proliferation of novels thematising dysfunctional families. 
lO This idea originates from the "ecology" of Gregory Bateson, a scien
tifically trained anthropologist, which refers to the interconnectedness of 
life processes in the context of general systems theory. In the 1950s he 
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member is believed to affect, to a greater or lesser degree, the 
development of all the other family members. In its turn, the 
function of the family as a unit is affected by the surrounding 
socio-cultural system; so, according to this view, at the centre 
is the individual, who is surrounded in a system of concentric 
circles by both the family and the social environment (work, 
school, church, neighbourhood etc.) - with all of them inter
acting with and affecting the rest. 

One of the most important functions of the family is to 
encourage both integration into a solid family unit and differ
entiation into relatively independent selves. In functional 
families members develop solid selves, that is they are able to 
keep intellect and emotions from becoming fused; in the op
posite case, members develop a pseudo-self; they are controlled 
by their emotions, act in a very demanding way, are ruled by 
anxiety and fear and take their core beliefs from outside the 
self and family, that is from some seemingly gifted and strong 
individuals who occasionally offer them patterns of behaviour 
(Bowen 1985). This integration/differentiation process is life
long, since members move from the family-of-origin to their 
own created families. 

According to family systems theory, the ability to love 
with a detachment which encourages the individuation of child
ren is one important feature of a functional family; others in
clude equality between parents, the adoption of open rather 
than closed family systems, clear and honest communication 
and emotional expressiveness, in other words flexible bound
aries among the family members. 

Families have subsystems: (a) that of spouse-spouse (at the 
top of the hierarchy), (b) that of parent-child, and (c) that of 
sibling-sibling. The family, which usually starts as a dyad, will 
soon become a triad, and so on. In some families the dyad de
velops into a triad ("triangulation" - which implies not only 
the birth of a child but also its involvement in the parents' 

developed some pioneering views on the treatment of schizophrenia 
(Bateson 1972). 
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problems), in an effort to reduce tensions between the couple 
caused by the inevitable pushes and pulls to establish a balance 
between intimacy and self-sufficiency. 

Moreover, an important principle in family systems ther
apy is the existence of "intergenerational transmission of 
beliefs, attitudes and symptoms" (Framo 1996; Kerr and Bowen 
1988); according to this, the partners in a marriage bring with 
them their internalised paradigms of "family", derived from the 
structure of the family-of-origin as armour in the power 
struggle that is bound to ensue at a certain point in the relation
ship. Therefore, the emotional system of a certain family 
includes processes and patterns copied from previous 
generations and which most probably will be transmitted to 
future ones. On the other hand, people often choose partners 
who resemble one of their parents in an attempt to heal, 
through replication, childhood wounds inflicted during the 
power struggle between their parents. A similar phenomenon is 
that of "familial repetition compulsion" (Bump 1997: 334), 
according to which members of the same family repeat the 
same mistakes again and again without being able to escape. 

The role of family in the development of the children's 
personalities is directly pointed out in Politopoulou's novel 
when Eleni, the narrator and main character, says: 

A1t6 "CT\V 1tpa~11 "C'T\~ 1ca811µep1vri~ SffiTI~ Kat -ra 6vetpa 'tffiv 
yovulJv qmaxvoV"Cat "Ca 1tatOtci, 1ta"CEpa. H 1tpayµmtKO"CT\"Ca 
ei Vat "CO aA.eupt Kat "CO 6vetpo T\ µaytci. 'E'tcrt Kat oev "Ca 

suµrocret~ KaAa, 1tciet Ka0tae T\ SffiTI• (104-5) 

This belief seems to dominate all three novels or even to be the 
very motive for their writing, that is to show the effect of dys
functional families on their children and ultimately to criticise 
traditional Greek families for failing to offer a healthy en
vironment for the family members to develop in. 

As may be expected, none of the criteria of a functional 
family suggested by the exponents of family systems therapy 
seems to be encountered in our novels: there is no equality, no 
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emotional expressiveness or frank communication between the 
parents, while love, when it is allowed to be expressed - fathers 
for some reason fail to show their emotions to their children, 
let alone to their wives - is oppressive and suffocating in all 
three cases and communication is one-way and biased. 

In all the novels the problem seems to originate at the 
spouse-spouse level, as would be expected, and is mainly a 
problem of integration/differentiation, inclusion/autonomy, in 
other words a problem relating to the boundaries of the self: 
who is going to have control in the power struggle of their 
marriage. In all three marriages in the respective novels, there 
seems to be a lack of balance in the relationship between the 
spouses: they do not appear to form a tight unit as they should, 
since each member of the couple does not fully accept the 
other, seems to have been disappointed by the character and 
actions of the other, to have been actually deceived into 
marrying somebody not worthwhile, with the result that he/she 
attempts to minimise the role of the other in the family and to 
impose his/her own will. Interestingly enough, in all three 
novels the strong partner in this power game appears to be the 
woman. It is the wife who oppresses husband and children and it 
is the wife who stays behind when the husband and, often, the 
children have gone. 

In This slow day was progressing, Amalia, the mother, is 
depicted as being the victim of her husband's irresponsible be
haviour but also, crucially, herself the victimiser (according to 
the views of those characters, mainly male ones, who are focal
ised), who never allowed her husband to return and who main
tained a very tough line in bringing up her children. However, 
in the only chapter in which Amalia is focalised, we learn that 
she had actually been deceived by her husband, who had prom
ised her a life of love and affluence in order to persuade her to 
abandon her parents and run away with him; after herself being 
abandoned by her husband, she is left alone with her remorse 
for inflicting such sorrow on her parents for no serious reason, 
and with no one (apart from her children) to turn to. In her 
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husband's hometown and his extended family, with which she 
spent her whole life, she is always treated as an outsider, espe
cially after she decided never to go out again. Her husband's 
behaviour, but also that of the members of her immediate social 
environment who criticise her, contributed to her low self
esteem, which is becoming worse because of her self-enclosure 
and also because of her elder son running away. Feeling that she 
is about to be abandoned by the last person left to her because 
he is getting married, that is her younger son (for whom we 
have reason to believe she also has incestuous feelings, though 
possibly unconsummated), she goes on hunger strike. 11 Guilt, 
however, together with lack of self-esteem, makes her commit 
suicide when she finally realises that she has gone too far. 

For the other two mother-figures we have to rely on their 
daughters' views since they themselves are never given a voice 
in the relevant novels. In The personal secretary, Savina is pre
sented as an immature and irresponsible woman who has never 
come to terms with the loss of her own family's property, be
cause of her father's wrong decisions in business, and also 
because he used to fund the families of exiled left-wingers; when 
her father ends up living with her (though in his own house) she 
victimises him by assaulting him on a daily basis. They live 
together, since her sister does not want to reveal the existence 

11 The resort to hunger strike is an overused theme in western literature, 
especially in the nineteenth century. Traditionally, it is used by the fic
tional adolescent daughter in response to her repression by her family. In 
the context of family systems theory, anorexia is viewed as a family 
disease, both in real life and in fiction, in the sense that the anorexic 
localises, in the form of her symptoms, a family trauma; in its tum, the 
family unites to face the illness suffered by one of its members. In Greek 
fiction, the heroines of Xenopoulos in Stella Via/anti (1909) and Kary
stiani in Little England (1997) are two representative, though chrono
logically distanced, examples. Here, Amalia is neither a daughter nor an 
adolescent but rather a mother; however, Amalia had been thought of as 
behaving like a stubborn teenager all her life; on top of that, she is now 
in danger of losing her son, for whom she has erotic feelings, to another 
woman. As expected, the family unite again to face the problem of her 
self-inflicted illness. 
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of their disabled left-wing father to her husband's family and so 
pays her sister to hide him from them. In addition, Savina 
never comes to terms with the fact that her husband has never 
been able to offer her the affluent and glamorous life that would 
suit her beauty; thus, she prefers to live in the world of her 
imagination (a world similar to that in which her sister has 
managed to live in reality) and be flattered by lovers who 
appreciate her beauty, rather than simply being the ordinary 
wife of a low-paid sailor. In this sense, Savina is also a woman 
with low self-esteem (albeit for different reasons from those of 
Amalia in the previous novel), who does not accept either her
self for being what she is through her marriage or her impover
ished and disabled father, or even her rather plain daughter 
(who has inherited her husband's looks). 

Finally, in House of guilt, the unnamed mother, according 
to her daughter - again the narrator and the only character 
focalised in the novel - is the down-to-earth and practical per
son in the family who loves but oppresses her children, even 
when they have become middle-aged. Though left-wing herself 
in the past, she has compromised and adjusted to the capitalist 
world and its requirements and she rejects her husband for 
sticking to his ideological beliefs. She is described as a person 
full of fears and with a low self-esteem who, in her daughter's 
words: "e$epe [ -ea n:moui TIJ<;] cr-ca µe-cpa wu $6Pou TIJ<;, yw-ci 
pa0tci µtcra TIJ<; n:icr-ceue n:wc; -cin:o-ca OeV 'tll<; ci~tse" ( I 02 ). Simi
larly, her husband did not respect her for her beliefs though he 
was emotionally dependent on her - an indication, according to 
the text, of his own insecurity. Both parents are here described 
as people who never showed their real feelings to each other, as 
also seems to be the case with the other two couples in the 
novels we are examining. 

Having low self-esteem in a marriage and not accepting the 
other partner implies that, in the power struggle which is cer
tain to ensue, each partner will try to satisfy his/her own needs 
at the expense of the other, since each partner feels that he/she 
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gets too little from the relationship to sustain himself/herself. 
That is how Satir and Baldwin ( 1983: 15) explain it: 

Because they lack trust, certain areas of joint living which espe
cially challenge their ability to take into account the individual
ity of the other are especially threatening to them. These areas 
are: money, food, sex, recreation, work, child-rearing, relations 
with in-laws. 

Most of these areas seem to be problematic in our novels too, 
and particularly the issue of money, as we have already seen -
one of the main, if not the main, reasons for friction between 
the partners. Child-rearing is definitely another of these areas, 
and one which not only constitutes a cause of conflict in itself, 
but, in a kind of vicious circle, is directly affected by conflicts 
caused by other reasons. 

We will move now to the next subsystem in a family, which 
is that of parent-child. Child-rearing is usually a source of 
anxiety for dysfunctional families, in spite of the fact that 
triangulation is used by the partners as a means of rescuing their 
relationship, as we have already discussed. Instead of improving 
the situation, however, child-rearing usually becomes an area of 
conflict because it requires increased responsibilities from the 
two partners, who are already unable to satisfy their personal 
needs, but also because, in their power game, each parent 
attempts to have the child or children on his/her own side; far 
from being a unifying factor, the child thus estranges the two 
partners even further. The narrator in The personal secretary 
presents a very telling picture of the situation: 

Eµeii; eiµacn£ eva 7t0p'tpE'tO lWVOVlKTJi; 'tplµ£A.OUi; OlKO
yevctai;. Aiyo mo 1ticrco µai; ouo 1tat61a 1tai~ouv µ£ eva 
OKOlVt, Kpawuv 'tO Ka0eva amS µta ClKpl] 'tO'U Kat 'tpapcivc 
µ£ ouvaµl]. H A£7t'toµep£ta 'tropa µcyaAroV£l Kl epxc'tat mo 
7tp(l)'t0 7tA<lVO, Ka0roi; yta 7tp(l)'tl] q,opa avn).aµpavoµm Otl 
fiµouv 'to crK01vi nou o l1tn6).uwi; Kl TJ Lapiva 'tpapoucrav o 
Ka0evai; 7tpoi; 'tl] µ£p1a 'tO'U. El;aKOAOU00UV va 'tpapav£ OKO
µT] Km 'tOU'tJ'l 'tJ'l onyµfi. (111) 
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This is a very painful situation for the children, especially if 
the mother is not happy in the marriage because of the nature 
of the relationship between mother and child. According to 
Napier and Whitaker (1978: I 19-20): 

Because the mother-child relationship is the primary model for 
intimacy in our lives, it forms the basis for the deepest levels of 
intimacy in marriage. It is this early relationship that appears to 
set the tones in our lives for profound issues like the degree to 
which we trust and care about the Other and trust and care about 
Self and the degree to which we distinguish between Self and 
Other as separate, yet related entities. Fathers are certainly 
important in many ways in the early lives of their children, but 
this influence is expressed most crucially in the kind of parti
cipation they have in the marriage. If the relationship between 
husband and wife is good, the relationship between mother and 
child is likely to be good. But whatever the situation in the 
family world, this world is most intimately communicated to 
the child by the mother. It is the mother-child relationship that 
is later transferred most powerfully to the marriage. 

This seems to explain to a great extent the reason why all 
three of the novels we are examining focus on the mother
figure and blame is addressed directly to her: this special 
relationship makes the mother become, among other things, 
the transmitter of the good or bad image of the family's func
tion to the children, and also the person who often has to give 
account for its failures; therefore, she herself may ultimately be 
charged with these failures. 

There is no doubt that all three mothers in our novels at
tempt the same thing: to get their children on their own side, 
to control their children's emotions but also their choices later 
in life, which will be more or less copies of their own choices 
and of the broader family pattern they have brought to this 
family from their own families-of-origin. They definitely love 
their children, but this is a suffocating love which does not 
leave them any space for individuation. Above all, the main 
target in their minds is always how they will manage to estrange 
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their children from their ineffectual fathers. In Anastasea's 
novel, Amalia unreservedly accepts that: 

'0,tav Ol YlOl µou l]'taVe µlKpOt 'toU~ eoeixva 'tl]V 7t0A.U-
0p6va µou µ1tpocmi <J'tO 7tapa0upo Kl U(l'tepa 'tTJ OlKla 'tOU 
aoeta 0e<JT] O"'tO 'tpa7tESl yta va µnope<JOUV Va Ka'taA.O~OUV 
Kl eKetVOl, now eivm 'to 01K6 µou µepnK6, Kl au't6 nou 
l]'taV 'tOU 7ta'tepa 'toU~ Km 'to OlKO 'tOU~. 'Ox1 nox; eixav 
Kaveva OAAO <jnais1µ0 1tepa a1t6 'to aiµa 'toU~, 7t01) eivm 
'tocro olKO 'tOU 6cro Km 01K6 µou. To 'Kaµa yw va 'tou~ 
µeivet xapayµevo <J'tO µuaw yepa;, Kl a~ l]'taVe µtKpOt, O'tl 
0 av0p(l)7t0~, a1t6 'tl]V ropa 7t0U yeVVle'tm, KOU~aAaet µecra 
'tOU aU'tO 'tO crµtSlµO <JaV crepµayla, Kl OA.a 'ta U7t0A.Ol7ta, 
6cro va 'p0ei o Kmp6~ v' avanau0ei, 1tcivro cre 'tOU'to auya
'taivouve, E't<Jl Ka0~ 'tO ').eye n µciva µou, Km 'to KaK6 Km 
w KaA-6, eoro µnaivouv 'ta 1taVro'tOKta Km 'tO Ola<jlopo. 
Touw wu~ 'to 'µa0a npro-ra an' 6).a. (282) 

Eleni, in Politopoulou's novel, feels that only with her 
mother confined to bed, as she is now, does she dare to talk 
directly to her father about her deeper emotions and feelings 
for him - that is by addressing these letters to him - something 
which she would never have done if her mother was well and 
able to walk. Moreover, Savina, in Chourmouziadou's novel, did 
not allow her daughter to get close to her father, who, before 
he ran away, used to return home after each journey; she even 
hid the presents he brought her, while she always claimed that 
Maria was "her little girl" ( 'tO Kopt 'tCTClKt 't'll~). She finally 
manages to estrange her daughter entirely from her father. The 
mother in Politopoulou's novel has a similar attitude; her 
daughter (the narrator, Eleni) says: 

'Eypa\jfa «oe µe a<jlrive». Liev ei1te 7tO'tE ~e~ma «µnv 1ta~». 
'EA.eye Kan ci).w, no).u <j>apµaKep6. 'EA.eye «'to Aeva:Kl oe 
0eA.et». 'EA.eye «'to AevciKl oev µ1topei 'ta -msiota, saAi
se'tm». 'EA.eye «'to AeVOKl Kpuowyei eUKOA.a, a<jlncre, µiav 
ann <j>opci, exel 'lfUxpa». Teww eA.eye. Kl eyro ey1va cr1yci 
crtyci elKOVa Km oµoi(l)<JT] 'tOU wyou 'tT]~. Liev µou apecrouv 
'ta 'tasiow. Eiµm µoviµox; Kpuroµevn. ZaAisoµm <J'tO amo
KtVT]'tO. (46) 
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This patronising attitude extends to other more serious aspects 
of the children's lives, such as the choice of a profession (in 
the same novel), when the mother pressurises her son, Yannis, 
to study engineering and advises her daughters how to become 
"little witches" in order to cope in a man's world. 

In Anastasea's novel, Amalia manages to destroy her two 
sons' relationships with their girlfriends and cancel the immi
nent wedding of one of them, while Maria, the daughter/ 
narrator in Chourmouziadou's novel, knows that her mother 
would only approve a marriage for her similar to that of her 
aunt, Nana, and this is the type of marriage Maria finally 
chooses to have. 

The transmission of stereotypes of the two genders, as an
other means of undermining the position and authority of their 
husbands, is one more aspect of the mothers' manipulation in 
these novels. Feeling unhappy in their marriages, they all 
appear to put the blame on their husbands, while they con
sciously try to erode the image of the father/husband in the 
eyes of their children; they often try to achieve this by attrib
uting most of the blame to gender rather than to individual 
personalities and choices. Since there is no daughter to speak in 
Anastasea's novel, we have no repetition of stereotypes of 
men ( on the contrary we have stereotypes of women from 
male members of the broader family), apart from Amalia's 
systematic efforts to blur the personality of her ex-husband in 
the eyes of the boys. 

By contrast, the two daughters in the other two novels 
have been made to feel differently. For Eleni, the daughter/ 
narrator in Politopoulou's novel, men are neither bad or good: 
they are simply irresponsible; they are like cats, she says: 

Kma f3a0oi:;, va l;epeti:;, 1ttO"'t£1)0) 1troi:; Ot av-rpei:; eivm yciwt. 
Ou-re 1tep10-repta, OU't£ A.UKOt, OU't£ Kav KOKOpei:;. KepaµtM
ymot eioao-re 6A.01, 1tou oai:; qiop-ro'xmve eu0uvEi:; 1tou oEv 
av-rexe-rE. Km µai:; <j>op-rrove'tE 'tT] ouoapeoKeta oai:; 7t0U oai:; 
Ka-tE(3a/;OUµE eµeic; Ot yuvatKEc; Kat 'ta 7tat01Cl a1t6 'ta 
Kepaµiota oai:; va f3o110iioE-re O'TTJV 1tept1t0Aia Kat mo 
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-.ch0µa. Km miv-.a avciµec,a CJ'tTj µ11-.epa 1cat CJ'tOV nmepa 
'tOCJll ev-.am1! H ev-.a011 1tOU (j>epvet 11 anat'tTj<Jll 'tOU ClAAOU 
va ei0m KaM<; CJ' eva p611,o nou Se 0eAet<; va nail;et<;. TT\ 
µtCJ(O OU'tl]V 'tllV anai 'tll<Jll 1tOU µec,a TI\<; µeyciAcooa. (30) 
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For Maria, the daughter/narrator in Chourmouziadou's novel, 
fathers are simply ineffectual: 

Ot nmepciSe<; Sev exouv anaV'tTj<Jll yta 611,a, aK6µa Kt av 
eivat KOCJµoyuptCJµEVOl. Llev exouv anaV'tl]CJet<;, aU.ci l;e
pouv va Kouvcive 'tO Kecj>cih l] va etproveuov'tat voµisov'ta<; 
o'tt e-.cn KaAumouv 'tT\V aSuvaµia -.ou<;. Kt o StK6<; µou l]'tav 
'tO(JO aSuvaµo<; 1tOU 'tO'te 'tOV AU1t6µouv. Tcopa µnopco va 0u
µcovro µasi 'tOU. (92-3) 

However, in all three novels, fathers (and consequently 
men in general) are presented as sentimental, prone to the 
pleasures of life, faithful to their personal ideology, though not 
necessarily faithful to their wives, and generally as weak and in
effectual characters who would rather escape than stay and face 
the difficulties of family life. On the contrary, women are pre
sented (here by their children, of course) as strong, rational
istic, practical and efficient, though manipulative, who take full 
advantage of their husband's absence or limited presence in 
order to influence their children's views to their own benefit. 12 

As a result of the generally unpleasant familial situation de
scribed so far, but also the little room left to them for sufficient 
individuation, most of these fictional children (as undoubtedly 
happens with children of similar families in real life) develop 
low self-esteem themselves and seem to repeat their parents' 
mistakes to a large extent. More precisely, as we have already 
said, it is the primary "triad" that offers the necessary source 
of identity to the self. Based on the learning experience while 
belonging to this primary "triad", the child determines his/her 
place in the world and how much he/she can trust other people 

12 One gets the impression that not only the male characters but also 
most of the female characters in these novels tend to be stereotypically 
constructed. 
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in his/her relationships with them. This learning experience is 
based on the types of communication he/she gets used to as a 
child. If the type of communication encountered in his/her 
family is full of inconsistencies and contradictions and aims to 
repress rather than build up a relationship that would ideally be 
based on equality, then he/she learns that he/she cannot sense 
the plain truth of what is said and will have to look to the 
"meta-communication" leveJl 3 for the interpretation of what 
the parents really mean. This lack of openness feels like a re
jection for the child: he/she feels that he/she is not worthy of 
his/her parents' trust and of a fair and straightforward com
munication; thus he/she develops low self-esteem. Satir and 
Baldwin ( 1983) see four possibilities for this child: first, he/she 
may try to be a nice, docile child or adult who always placates 
others by feeling that he/she has no worth; second, to be, on 
the contrary, a person who blames everybody in order to boost 
his/her self-esteem; third, to deny his/her emotions for fear of 
becoming uncontrollable; or finally, to act erratically, un
predictably and inappropriately. 

To return to our three novelistic families, Chourmou
ziadou's heroine (the daughter) appears to be the most com
plex, the most fully-developed and thus the most interesting 
case of a child of a dysfunctional family. Having experienced 
the deficiencies of her parents in their own relationship but also 
in their relationship with her, Maria learns to keep a low 
profile and be a seemingly nice, docile child who never reveals 
her own feelings, as a way to survive in this troubled family 
with the fewest possible traumas (much in line with the first of 
the above possibilities). Hiding her feelings and pretending not 
to have complicated thoughts become the main features of the 
pseudo-self she develops, which will follow her throughout her 
life. This may render her an efficient personal secretary but not 
a happy person. Feeling that it is unwise to show her emotions 
and at the same time that other people's emotions are not real, 

13 For example, eye-rolling, shrugs, tonal qualities, facial gestures etc. 
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she cannot develop fair and honest relationships with either 
friends or lovers (she believes for instance that intimacy is the 
enemy of love and that friends become dangerous if they are 
allowed to come too close); consequently she has no stable 
partner or close friend she can really trust. It is a vicious circle, 
the main feature of which (being both cause and effect) is her 
low self-esteem. Her feeling of not being worthy is exacerbated 
by the fact that her mother continually compares her un
favourably with herself, and she is repeatedly told that she will 
never become as beautiful as her mother had been. She feels 
that men are not attracted to her because of her poor looks, 
while they are still attracted to her mother, despite her age. 

While still a child, she learns to accept her mother's 
assaults silently, though in her turn, she assaults her disabled 
grandfather (who is also assaulted by her mother) since he is the 
easiest and most obvious target. Not daring to escape, even 
when she is an adult (it is well known that assault often binds 
the victim to the abuser), she starts assaulting her mother when 
she herself takes up her mother's role by becoming the bread
winner of the family (though her mother had never provided 
money through work). 14 By assaulting her mother she is cutting 
her off - she is no longer her little girl - through the 
anaesthetisation of her hidden feelings (the third possibility 
according to Satir and Baldwin); she is thus gaining the auto
nomy she has always been desperate for. These assaults build up 
and reach a culmination with the murder of the mother. Maria 
has by now developed into a cool-headed and cruel manipulator 
who will not hesitate even to kill her mother in order to fulfil 
her ambitions. However, strangely enough, even this murder is 
a way of conforming to her mother's dreams and ambitions 
about her which for years Maria was subconsciously internal-

14 This is a stage in a family's life called, according to family systems 
theory, parentification (Boszormenyi-Nagy and Framo 1965), in which a 
child becomes the strongest member in a family and has to look after the 
parent(s). 
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ising, being unable to follow a route of her own in life. But we 
will come back to the episode of the murder. 

In Politopoulou's novel, the development of the three 
children is also of great interest. The reader is given a lot of 
information about the personalities of two of them, namely 
Eleni, the narrator, and Yannis. We also learn a few things 
about Marina from her sister Eleni, though not enough to form 
a clear view of her. An interesting detail about the life of that 
family which is closely relevant to the development of the 
children's personalities is the fact that, according to Eleni, 
their mother denied them and their father the right to speak; 
this of course does not mean that she literally forbade them to 
speak but that they were always told off when they expressed a 
view different from hers, so they gradually developed the habit 
of keeping their thoughts to themselves: only the mother 
spoke in that family, and she spoke on behalf of everybody 
else, including the father. Similarly, both children (Eleni and 
Yannis) developed a tendency to withdraw into silence and pos
sessed a low capacity for communication. Eleni, who is con
fined to the world of her imagination, first started "talking" 
(that is writing) to her father only after her mother became in
capacitated. Eleni thus also develops a low-key personality by 
not revealing her feelings (not daring to speak) and tries to pass 
as unnoticed as possible in the family. 

Yannis, on the other hand, though never able to communi
cate properly, literally lost any ability to speak after his 
mother's injury, for which he was responsible; now in a mental 
hospital, he communicates with his sister only in the sign lan
guage he used when he worked as a ship's telegraphist. Accord
ing to Eleni's interpretation, he left like the father in order to 
distance himself from the mother he very much loved. It was 
after he moved to live with his mother that he started paying 
her back for the assaults he had received as a child: 

Ma 't'O Kariµevo 't'O KaK6 't'TI<; 't'O ay6pt 0uµcooe 't'OCTO 7t0A'U 
6wv oev µnopoucre va cruvevvori0ei, opyicr't'TIKE 't'ocro µe 't'TIV 
€AAEt\lfTI eµmcrwcruvric;, E7tEl◊lJ EKElVTI ◊EV 7ttCT't'EUE am6 7tOU 
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TI}<; EA£ye, 1tOU 'tTjV ap1ta~e Kat 'TT}V 'tp<lV'ta~e Kat TI}<; £Aeye: 
«M6vo eyro cre aya1taro! M6vo eyro crou A£(!) 'tT\V aAit0eta. 
Eiµm O 't€,A£U'taioc; €,1tlO"KE1t'TT}<;. Meta 0a ep0et O xapoc;». 

Km µeta Ka't<lAaPe 1troc; oev avnopoucre ma, oev 1tpo
cr1ta0oucre Va O"TjKffi0"€,t 'tO µ1taO"'tOUVt TI}<; Kat Va 'tOV X'tU-
1t1l0"£t, 61troc; 1taAta critKrove 'tT\V ~UAtVT\ KOU'tOAa Kat 'tOV 
papoucre. Kma1cape 1tffi<; K<l'tt eixe cruµpei, 'tT\V a<j>Tjcre, Kat 
'tO yeptKO Kopµi E1tecre l((l't(I). Eixe O"K<l0"€,t. (141) 
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Thus, from being a person initially belonging to the first of 
Satir and Baldwin's possibilities above, as an adult he develops a 
personality of unpredictable behaviour. 

Interestingly enough, the assault in Yannis's childhood was 
also related to food: 15 Yannis was once forced to eat his vomit, 
while all the children were forced by both parents to eat things 
which they did not want. According to Eleni, this assault over 
food, but also the craving they developed for particular types 
of food, was a kind of communication between the members of 
the family and particularly between parents and children, as 
there could be no proper communication. The result of all this 
is that both Eleni and Yannis are now bulimic and obese. Their 
need for huge amounts of food is due, according to Eleni, to an 
emotional hunger ( cruvmcr011µmt KT\ nei va) or, according to 
family systems theory, to "father hunger". Whatever the term, 
there is no doubt that their bulimia is the result of an emotional 
gap, opened in childhood, and a sense of worthlessness which 
they attempt to cure through the pleasure of eating. 

Finally, Marina, is considered (by Eleni) as the only 
member of the family who survived all these experiences with 
minimal psychological losses and without bulimic tendencies. 
However, the fact that at some point she left (like the father) 
and never returned means that she does not feel absolutely safe: 
she needs the physical distance in order to remain emotionally 
distant and, thus, sane. 

15 Catering is included in the everyday practices of a family and is also 
one of the various obligations of parents to their children. 
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In Anastasea's novel, the two boys are described, through 
the different perspectives employed in the novel, as strange 
and as rather unsociable characters - a quality that can be easily 
attributed to their specific familial conditions. In the beginning 
they are presented as being very attached to each other, since 
they never had their own friends, but after Petros abandons the 
family, they no longer appear close to each other and they 
develop different personalities. 

Petros paid his mother back for the assaults he had suffered 
as a child, such as when she used to smear their lips with pepper 
if they said something against her behaviour (her self-enclosure 
in the house for instance) or, even worse, when she informed 
the school about his arrest by the police for gambling. 16 

According to what other people think of him, but also accord
ing to his own thoughts when he is focalised, he is a person who 
wants to enjoy his life, who changes choices and decisions very 
often, and who does not trust or forgive anybody. 

In contrast, Argyris, the younger son who stayed with the 
mother, is presented as an extremely weak personality who 
never managed to rid himself of her influence - and her op
pression - never assaulted her and allegedly developed an in
cestuous love for her; the only decision he managed to take in 
his life, which his mother apparently disapproved of, was to get 
engaged to Elli. However, on the very night of this engage
ment, Elli caught him playing an erotic game with his mother 
in her embrace. Finally, Argyris cancelled his wedding and split 
up with Elli because, when he had to choose between the two 
women, he chose his mother. Thus, Petros is considered as 
acting erratically and unpredictably in his life up to now, while 
Argyris is another case of a low-key and introverted character. 

16 Unable to withstand the humiliation the headmaster had inflicted on 
him in front of the school assembly, and his mother's treachery in 
informing his teachers, he left her and returned ten years later, that is 
approximately at the onset of her hunger-strike, demanding his share of 
the family property. 
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What is striking in all these stories, however, is that, in 
their own lives, these children, or at least the majority of them, 
have copied the actions and behaviour of their parents, who 
had themselves copied them from their own parents and so on, 
since it is stated clearly in these texts that their personalities 
changed in response to their family experiences. This is 
actually the very assumption Chourmouziadou's novel seems to 
have been based on and which it attempts to prove. This is how 
the novel starts: 

Aeve O'tl oev µnopei 1tapa va toui; µ01acre1i;. 'On K07t0ta 
crnyµ11 O"KlSOUV 'tTI A£7t'tTJ µeµppavTj 7tOU 0eropeii; eamo O"OU, 
pyaivouv O"tTjV enu(>aveta Km O"OU yveq>ouv 0A-1µµeva. M1to
pei Oµ<:JX; Kat va yeA-OO"OUV xmpeKaKa µasi O"OU. Av toui; 
exe1i; avncr-ca0ei, 10"<:JX; O"OU 7tOUV: BM1te1i;; TTJV 7tO'tTJO"Ei;! 
Tmpa 0a Ka-caA-aPe1i; 7tffii; votooaµe Kl eµeii;! Aeve 7t<:JX; 0 
ayrovai; evavttOV toui; et Vat OVlO"Oi; Km 7t<:JX; 0, tl OOU 
eKavav autoi 0a to e1taVaA-aPe1i; Kl ecru O"'ta OtKO O"OU 1ta1-
01a. Kanow av0eKtlKO xapaKtTjplO"'tll((l 0a OlUA-isovtm 
a1t6 toui; 7tpOTjyouµevoui; crtoui; enoµevoui;. Ka1totei; KlVTJ
cre1i; 0a e1tavaA-aµpavovtm O"tO OlTjVeKei;, K07totei; 7t0A-U 
7tp00"(1)7tlKEi; eKq>pacreii; 0a µetaq>epovtm O"tTjV al(J)VtOtTj'ta. 
Acrq>aA-mi; µ1topeii; va wui; avncrta0eii;, va tpaP11se1i; ano 
opoµo Kat va wui; 1tpooooe1i;. M1topeii; tOUA-OXlO"tOV va to 
7tp00"7ta011creti;, oivovtai; µaxei; µepa cre µepa, xropii; va 
TJO"UXOse1i; crnyµ11, aq>ou note OEV sepe1i; 7t0ta yrovia ea 
owMsouv yta va 1tetaxtouv sava µ1tpocrta O"OU, 7t0ta mpa 
'tTJi; µepai; 11 'tTJi; vuxtai; 0a cre 7tA-TJO"tOO"OUV a06pupa a1to 
7tt0"(J) Km 0a PaA-OUV t0 xep1 wui; O"'tOV roµo O"OU. (9) 

Instead of attributing the development of a character to 
genetic inheritance, family systems theory would see it as the 
result of the impact of the family (and by this we mean mainly 
that of parents) on its members; in real life, of course, this view 
is extremely important, in the sense that the development of 
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character is viewed through a dynamic and not a static per
spective and thus as being susceptible of improvement. 17 

Thus, the "transgenerational transmission of beliefs, atti
tudes and symptoms", which we mentioned before, seems to 
appear in all three fictional families at different levels. In 
Anastasea's novel, Amalia chooses a particular attitude towards 
her husband because her mother did exactly the same after 
Amalia abandoned the family home. We learn that after her 
escape, Amalia's father gave up his work, and both parents, 
following her mother's advice, remained confined to their 
home; they did not come out of the house even when the city 
was on fire, during the Asia Minor disaster, with the result that 
they were burnt alive. Moreover, when Amalia gives an account 
(the only one in the whole novel) of her actions and choices in 
life, it is the memory of her own mother's words that she 
seems to be following faithfully. 

Her elder son, Petros, appears to be the one most prone to 
follow this pattern of "transgenerational transmission". He is 
obstinate and tough like his mother, but also prone to pleasure
·seeking like his father (always according to what the other 
characters accuse him of) and he follows the example of both 
by running away. He comes back like his father (who also 
wanted to settle property issues upon his return), but unlike 
what had happened to him, Petros is now allowed to stay. 

In Politopoulou's novel, all the children seem to be 
following in the footsteps of their parents as the parents them
selves have done. More precisely, the children's maternal 
grandmother had always felt that her husband was not up to the 
standards of her own wealthy family; as we have seen, that is 
precisely the case with the children's mother, who constantly 
complained at her husband about money matters. It may also be 
the case that the children's mother chose such a husband so 
that she could create a family similar to her own family-of-

17 However, even within family systems theory, there are those (Bowen 
1985) who believe that the biological make-up of each person makes 
him/her more or less prone to follow the family's paradigm. 
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origin. Likewise, the children's paternal grandfather had frit
tered away much of his fortune on gambling and prostitutes; we 
know that Eleni's father also visited brothels. 

To come to the children themselves, Marina repeated her 
father's actions by running away and never returning. Of the 
other two, Yannis kept on leaving for place after place, 
though, unlike his father, he returned in order to bring up his 
own child. Eleni, however, stayed, as her mother did; actually 
she settled down with her new family in the same neighbour
hood and to some extent repeated her mother's life, as she her
self accepts. Unlike her parents, she managed to have a 
functional relationship with her husband; she, however, man
aged to amass considerable wealth much in line with what her 
mother would have wanted and, as her mother had done to her, 
she made her daughter obese. Her friends consider her as being 
"down-to-earth" like her mother and she invents fairy-tales 
just as her mother did. 

Finally, in Chourmouziadou's novel, the repetition model is 
particularly interesting, even though it does not involve three 
generations as happens with the other two fictional families. 18 

As we have said, the writer attempts to show that people 
repeat, with some variations, the lives of their parents, even if 
they are determined not to do so. What Maria, the main char
acter and narrator, does by the end of the novel, and contrary 
to her initial intentions, is exactly what her mother wanted her 
to do; she has done this with such commitment that she does 
not even spare her mother's life in order to achieve it; on top 
of that, she is even certain that her mother would be com
pletely happy with the outcome. 

We have already seen that her mother would very much 
have liked to be in the shoes of her sister, Nana: while Nana 
was still alive, her mother used to cut out photos and gossip 
articles about Nana's social life from newspapers and life-style 

18 We could say here, however, that Savina's husband closely resembled 
her father, as far as personality and behaviour are concerned; thus he 
might have been chosen by her because of this. 
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magazines and collect them; she also always dressed in Nana's 
second-hand clothes until the day of her own death. She repeat
edly told Maria that she would like her to follow in the foot
steps of her own sister (and Maria's godmother, in other words 
of her spiritual mother), since she considered herself unable to 
act as a life model for Maria. In this sense, Nana functions here 
as the double of Maria's mother. 

Maria plans all her moves meticulously and carefully: in 
order to ensure that she could successfully take the place of 
Nana, she had to get rid of her mother, for fear she might 
attempt to attract the interest of her future husband as she 
always did in the past with other women's lovers: while on 
holiday on the island of Patmos, Maria arranged a trip on a 
sailing-boat for her mother and Maria's latest lover (whom her 
mother had just taken from her) on a day with a rough sea; 
Maria was supposed to go with them, but at the very last 
minute she failed to do so. Although there were traces of a gas 
explosion on the boat, the police, having searched the wreck
age afterwards, did not suspect anything and attributed the 
wreck to the extremely treacherous weather conditions. 

Therefore, in the same way that Nana "buried" her father 
in her sister's house so that his political past would not cast a 
shadow over her bright future in the family of her tycoon hus
band, Maria literally buried her rival - her mother- in order to 
materialise her own dreams of affluence in the same family -
which, ironically, were precisely her mother's dreams for her 
daughter. Maria herself accepts that she follows her mother's 
choices and behaviours; in essence she copies her mother's sub
stitute (that is her mother's sister), closely following her 
mother's desire. 

To conclude, the three texts we have examined here con
stitute part of a large group of novels which focus mainly or 
exclusively on the characters' private lives, that is on their 
personal or family problems and not on those caused by a hos
tile society, political regime or historical events, as was the 
case with the great majority of novels until the beginning of 
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the 1980s - and this in itself constitutes an innovation m the 
history of Modern Greek literature. Here, politics, when it 
exists, is a minor decorative element that contributes to the 
weaving of the story's general context rather than a crucial and 
decisive factor in the development of plot; in fact, in the three 
novels we have examined here, involvement in politics and 
particularly in the Left is considered an out-of-date attitude 
that has negative effects on the families' transgenerational 
development. More precisely, in The personal secretary and 
House of guilt, several misfortunes are attributed to the left
wing political past of parents or grandparents; interestingly 
enough, the character/narrator in Politopoulou's novel chooses 
not to vote in elections, while she advises her own twelve-year
old daughter to give money to charities like UNESCO; this 
latter choice is promoted as an alternative to involvement in 
politics, since it appears in the same semantic and textual con
text in the novel. Thus, international and private initiatives 
seem to have replaced local and political ones. 

Greek families seem to have been going through a period of 
significant changes recently, at least according to these novels; 
this may be due to several internal and external reasons, which 
include the ease with which Greeks get to know non-Greek cul
tures through various channels of information such as the 
media, travel, the accommodation of immigrants and tourism. 
The attack on the structure and function of the Greek family in 
these novels appears to be sweeping and at the same time 
unique; moreover, what is also striking is the fact that these 
novels, which fiercely attack not merely the Greek family but 
particularly the role of the mother in it, are written by women. 
Apart from treating it as an accidental phenomenon, which we 
undoubtedly could, we can also easily attribute it to the fact 
that it is chiefly women as daughters who have so far been the 
main victims of their mothers' oppressive role in their fam
ilies, given the special status of the mother-daughter relation-
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ship in Greece; 19 this role involved, among other things, the 
reproduction and transmission, generation after generation, of 
a culture of social stereotypes, which has itself contributed 
significantly to the continuation of women's subordinate pos
ition in society. In this sense, it is not simply the family struc
ture that is attacked here but society itself, since it is through 
traditional social and cultural practices that this family 
structure is transmitted and perpetuated, generation after gener
ation, without the circle ever breaking. It does not seem acci
dental, however, that all three mothers in the novels - the 
main transmitters and continuators of culture - either die or 
become incapacitated and are thus no longer able to intervene 
in the lives of their family members. 

The Greek family needs a considerable amount of change at 
any cost, according to the message - or even the wish - of 
these texts, and this change will take place only if and when the 
traditional role of the Greek mother changes. In the words of 
Eleni, the daughter-narrator of Politopoulou's novel: 

Mnopeic; va µou 1te1c; mix; 0a yA.11:cooet a1t6 au1:a ,,:a oeoµa ri 
EA.A.l]VlKrJ OlKOYEVEta av oev ernco00UV 'ta 1tpayµa,,:a µe 1:' 
6voµa 1:ouc;; Av oev Brei 1tpoc; 1:a el;co au1:6 1tOU µac; paoav{
~et; Ot mo 1t0Uoi Q"(J)~OV'tal ava1tapayov1:ac; 'tfJV iota 
Ka'taO"'taO"f); (52) 

'fam Kl eµeic;, Kat µOVO µe 'tl]V tOEa 1tffic; 8a avotye 'tO 

01:6µa 'tl]c; yta va Kmriyopfioei, va ppioei, va el;eu1:eA.i0ei, 
1tponµou0aµe OA.Ol va Kavouµe 'tO ypl]yop61:epo am6 1tOU 
fi0de. nou O"'tO Ba0oc; oev rJ'taV au1:6 1tOU fi0eA.e BeBata, 
aUa au1:6 eivat µta UA.A.l] µeyaA.l] tO"'tOpia. [ ... ] 'fam aV'tE
ypa\j/e, 01tffic; KUVOUV 'tOO"ec;, 'tO 1tpO'tU1tO 'tl]c; µf)'tEpac; apaxvrJc; 
1tOU nl;epe an' 'tO CTOL 1:ric;. H au1:apxtKrJ el;oucria 'tllc; EA.A.l]Vl
oac; 1tOU q,op1:rovet wuc; UA.A.ouc; evoxn Kat O"'tEpl]OfJ. Kat 1tOU 

19 According to Dubisch (1991 ), the mother-daughter relationship, as 
well as that of maternal grandmother-granddaughter, is particularly 
strong and able to form a kind of atypical alliance within families. 
Viewed as a cultural phenomenon, the rupture in this relationship pre
sented in these three novels and the attack on the mother by her own 
daughter may be another indication of a recent change in Greek culture. 
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Kavei<; oev 1:0A.µae1 va µtA.TJOet yw i:o 1t600 une<j>epe oi:a 

xepta 'tTI<; lepTJ<; µ111:epa<;. (51) 
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At least these women writers, however, have finally dared. 
They have dared to defy the taboo and speak in favour of more 
functional families and thus of a fairer society. They have 
dared to speak against their own gender, though, and against the 
only unquestionable authority women in Greece still seem to 
possess, that is their authority within and over their families, 
and this definitely involves a certain amount of courage. 
Besides, questioning the very familial authority of Greek 
women seems to constitute the only ideological stance of these 
novels in the absence of any other serious preoccupation with 
political ideology. Are we entitled to conclude by asking 
whether contemporary Greek fiction has recently moved from 
state politics to the politics of the family? 
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